
 

Updated Carat app gives a smart boost to
battery

May 3 2016

The Carat Project Team at the University of Helsinki, Department of
Computer Science, has published a new version of the popular mobile
energy-awareness application.

After launch in June 2012, Carat has helped over 850,000 users, of
which 41 per cent have been Android and 59 per cent iOS users,
respectively. The new user interface follows modern application design
guidelines and presents battery information in a more intuitive and easy
to use manner.

"In addition to the new user interface, we have increased the accuracy of
the energy saving recommendations of Carat," says Professor Sasu
Tarkoma, the leader of this research done at the university.

The user interface features the number of energy intensive applications
(Hogs), energy anomalies (Bugs) and user recommendations (Actions) at
a glance on the main screen as well as global energy statistics for the
device community.

Free application monitors mobile device battery use

Carat is a free application monitors mobile device battery usage and
offers users advice. Carat flags certain energy-hungry applications and
compares battery lifetime to that of other users. Based on the energy
usage data, the Carat Project research team continuously develops new
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techniques to solve mobile device energy consumption and battery
problems.

The new application version has better support for new versions of the
Android operating system, including Android 5.0 and 6.0.

The new version of Carat is currently available for download in Google
Play for most Android devices, and the iOS version will be soon
published for iOS devices in the App Store.

The newest Carat version is also always available for non-Google
Android devices at is.gd/caratandroid.
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